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atmosphere and'proper scale of values- .
necessary for the survival

of universities have disappeared -in -Hungary under 'Soviet rule .
It- is- a distressing fact that :-thôse-°students- fëel- more- At home
abroad than in their own country,because, unfortunately ; their
country no longer can be called their own sincé- it -is being
politically dominated and militarily occupied by the U .S .S .R .

This-' :is no domestic affair-of'Hungary"o The politïcal -
and military power of the Scviet-Union'so-manifest in the"puppet
Kadar- regime and " the " Soviet tanks 3n -every- Hungariân"town9 ' thè ~
flight of'refugees to"the Westland the .depôrtation'of prisoners
to-the East-'-can by no stretch of imagination'be"considered as"--
domestic questions . Doestthis-not affect every-one of us through-
out the world? Is this not a question which knows no intérnatiônal
boundaries?

I would like to remind the Delegate of the U .S .S .R. of the
statement"by that stauneh-advocate of`freedcmy William Evart
Gladstone", in referring to the demands"of the Bulgarians for
independence in-the 19th century : "You cannot stop the forward
march of a nation„ .

Mr . Presideritl" the forward march of" Hungary towards
freedôn can be interrupted and delayed ; it cannot .be-st6pped9
.nor as my Prime Minister said a"short time-ago in a-message to
the Hungarian-Canadian Federation -= ""Theré can be no-"doubt "
in the mind of the free world that sooner or later Hungary will
again be a free nation" .

I need hardly say that Canada supports this resolution,
as indeed we will support any move within the framework of the
Charter of the United Nations, to improve the chances for the
Hungarian peop;e of securing a real measure of national independence
At the same time, this Assembly must insist én ccmpliance with
its resolutions and must also require that respect ahd courtesy'
be'paid by member governments to its-SecretarymGeneral ." In this
respect, I should like'-to ask What"reasonable-explanation the
belegate of Hungary has produced to justify the-f act that"he seems
to have deliberately duped this Assemblyo Indeed*," .it seems'to me
that the-Hungarian Government is treating that-Assembly with r
studied contempt by answering our reasonable requests by aradïo
announcement . I would go further and ask if it is not treating
its Representativet who is acting Foreign Minister of his câuntryy
with similar contempt .

The Delegate of Rout9nia has said that life is being
normalised in Hungary . So far as I know, martial law now rules
there, and Soviet martial law at that . Is this what the Delegate
of Roumania means by normalisation of life? It seems to me a
pretty complete refutation of the statements by him and other
members of the . Soviet Bloc in this Assembly'to the effect tha

t order has been restored. Order there may be but it is the orde r
of the grave .


